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This bestsellerâ€™s massive technical updates and new sections make an even more valuable

contribution, with simplified instructions. â€œTerrific, everything a book should be.â€•â€”Fine

Woodworking. â€œExcellent....Belongs in all public libraries.â€•â€”Library Journal. â€œEverything you

would possibly want to know about the history, operation and cutting techniques.â€•â€”Woodshop

News
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Synopsis (quote)The world's leading scroll saw expert offers a masterful comprehensive reference

covering the equipment, materials, and artistry, from time-honoured methods to critiques of the

latest machines and accessories. A bestseller in its classic first edition for 15 years, the guide's

massive technical updates and new sections make an even more valuable contribution, with

simplified instructions on ways to apply the latest innovations and how to make the best projects

from the past even better. Sections on current models and major parts of the scroll saw;

accessories; how to select a saw; blades, speeds, & feeds; safety techniques & guidelines; patterns

& layout; scroll-sawing basics; stack-cutting & cutting thick wood; sawing thin & small stock;

compound sawing; inlay work; marquetry basics; fine fretwork; appliques & overlays; joinery; sawing

plastics; sawing metals; segmentation & intarsia; finishing basics.The synopsis above says it all, but

what it doesn't say is how readable and informative it is. I first saw the early edition of this book at



my uncle's, and spent the entire evening engrossed in it, to the dismay of my wife and aunt, but

delight of my uncle. Subsequently I purchased the new updated version, and was pleasantly

surprised at how many of the modern saws were included and appraised. Although American, so

are the majority of the designs in your major Hardware Store (even if they're actuallly produced in

China or Taiwan).The history of the scroll saw is given, with plenty of pictures of the various makes,

showing improvements and simplifications to the basic design. Then we get the theory and

mechanics of scroll sawing and why some designs are better and/or more or less expensive than

others - what you get for your money, in short.
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